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China bail in criminal proceedings is an important enforcement measures, 
along with the deepening of China's judicial reform, the problem of excessive 
pre-trial detention becomes increasingly prominent, and released on bail as a 
non-custodial coercive measures, in practice, failed to properly perform its 
proper function, the system problems of concern. At present, our bail 
requirements to become a dummy almost embarrassing situation, we should 
reflect on the status of bail, bail reform is imperative. 
In this paper, China's reality, learn a foreign system of granting bail, the 
bail system should be to explore how to improve, mainly from the start on the 
following aspects： 
Introduction As the bail application of some analysis of the low, resulting 
in China's judicial practice, there is high rate of pre-trial detention, the cost 
overburdened judicial problems, propose to ease the pressure on detention, save 
judicial resources, the protection of criminal suspects and defendants legal 
rights should learn from foreign bail system, reform the bail system. 
The first chapter sets out the functional orientation of China's bail system 
and the legislative status quo. First, the analysis of the bail system with 
protection of the rights, alternative detention, guarantee the smooth progress of 
the proceedings, three functions, discussed in our country as a bail enforcement 
measures rather than the right position, the establishment of the bail system is 
of great significance; Secondly, from the applicable conditions, applicable 
procedures, to clarify the status of our legislative system of bail 
Chapter II of the bail system and the differences between the bail system. 
First visit Britain, the United States, France, Japan and other countries the main 
content of the bail system, describes the theoretical basis of the bail system and 
the litigation value; then more detailed analysis of the bail system and released 
















Chapter III-depth analysis of our bail system has many problems. As the 
scope is limited, the standard does not explicitly apply to other causes of a low 
bail. Bail to ensure that measures, there is a single guaranteed way to ensure 
that responsibility is difficult to perform and so on. Unknown period of bail, 
bail each stage of the proceedings at the interface between the lack of 
reasonable operating rules make repeated bail application. Broad due to bail 
conditions for the application to determine administrative, supervision and 
control mechanisms are inadequate resulting in its application arbitrary. At the 
same time, there is not an effective control measures and supporting ineffective 
implementation issues. 
Chapter Looking bail system to be perfect. Drawing on bail system, 
combined with China's specific conditions, the views put forward a number of 
bail reform, specific proposals include a clear application of bail conditions, 
increase security, strengthen the responsibility to ensure, compliance deadlines, 
and expand "the crime of escape" to escape the main application to be insured 
released on bail, the judicial review process to establish bail and relief 
programs, improve supporting measures. 
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